
WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE  
BETWEEN DISINFECTING,  
CLEANING AND SANITIZING?
n	 Disinfection and sanitization 

actually begin with thorough 
cleaning. Pathogens such as 
viruses and bacteria thrive in 
dirty environments, so effective 
disinfection or sanitization can’t 
occur unless surfaces are free of 
dust, dirt and grime.   

n	 Sanitizing kills up to 99.9% of 
germs/pathogens reducing the 
risk of infection. 

n	 Disinfecting is a step above 
sanitizing, killing up to 99.9999% 
of germs/pathogens on non-
porous surfaces to reduce the 
risk of infection even further. 

HOW DOES YOUR DISINFECTION 
PROCESS WORK? 
n	 Our disinfection process involves 

cleaning and disinfecting high 
touch areas in your facility.  

n	 According to the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention 
(CDC), the first step in the 
disinfection process is cleaning 
the surface to remove dirt, dust 
and debris.   

WHAT METHOD DO YOU USE 
TO DISINFECT?
n	 We use a hands-on application 

process, recommended by the 
CDC. This method gives more
control over how much product
is applied to help ensure it is
effective.

HOW EFFECTIVE IS YOUR 
DISINFECTION METHOD?
n	 Our hands-on application 

method is more labor-intensive 
than some other methods, 
which makes it one of the most 
effective methods available.  

n	 At ServiceMaster Clean, we are 
the experts in environmental 
services, and have been for over 
65 years. Our teams have been 
thoroughly trained on the proper 
steps to clean and disinfect your 
facility.  

SOME OTHER COMPANIES ARE  
USING A FOGGING METHOD.  
WHY AREN’T YOU DOING THAT? 
n	 The Environmental Protection 

Agency (EPA) currently doesn’t 
recommend a fogging method. 
Current fogging application 
methods being employed by 
other companies are imprecise 
and therefore unreliable.  

WHAT GUIDELINES DO YOU FOLLOW?
n	 The products we use are on 

the EPA’s List N — the list of 
products that meet their criteria 
for use against emerging 
pathogens including SARS-
CoV-2, the virus that causes 
COVID-19.

n	 Our teams use the recommended 
personal protective equipment 
(PPE), abide by the directions on 
the product label and follow the 
proper hand hygiene protocols.

WILL THE DISINFECTANT  
USED BY SERVICEMASTER CLEAN 
DAMAGE SURFACES OR FURNITURE? 
n	 The disinfectant used by 

ServiceMaster Clean is effective 
at disinfecting hard, non-porous 
surfaces. Additionally, while 
soft, porous surfaces cannot be 
guaranteed to be disinfected 
due to their porous nature, the 
disinfectant will sanitize these 
surfaces. Our teams are trained 
to spot test in an inconspicuous 
area on any less-common 
surfaces, such as wood, as well as 
on carpet and upholstery. 

WHAT QUESTIONS SHOULD I  
CONSIDER WHEN CHOOSING 
THE RIGHT DISINFECTING  
SERVICE PROVIDER? 
n	 Is their treatment method in line 

with CDC and EPA guidelines 
and recommendations? 

n	 Have their service professionals 
been trained on this service? 

n	 Are they using the proper PPE 
when performing the service? 

n	 Are they a trusted commercial 
service provider? 

Sources:
EPA https://www.epa.gov/coronavirus/can-i-use-fumigation-or-

wide-area-spraying-help-control-covid-19 
CDC https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/

organizations/cleaning-disinfection.html

QUESTIONS? LET US HELP. CONTACT THE EXPERTS TODAY.

LEARN FROM THE EXPERTS:
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

919-981-6553
SERVICEMASTER CLEAN

Svmwake.com


